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it's definitely good to have a few good goes at a new path before taking it. it's also important to be able to
improvise if you find the path leading you somewhere you've not been before (unless you get creative

with it). when you find a path that looks like it's going to go somewhere you've already been, ask yourself:
"why am i here?" then, if you have to skip ahead to see what happens, try to find out for yourself what the
answers are, rather than relying on any hint given to you by the gm or your fellow player. it's a good test
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of your creativity and wits. everyone expects a baby in childbirth, but anyone who has actually gone
through a birth will tell you that is not so. having a baby is a scary and unexpected experience, even when
you have been expecting it and everything seems to be in order. a somewhat different way this can work

is if you are playing a job like the arcane job. such as, in the city of hawke,the arcane guild. this allows you
to do things like cast spells for money and effectively employ magic for both your character and the

party/game. you would have to have some kind of accounting skill to do this, and have a high enough
wisdom score to be able to do math, and have both magic and accounting as the focus of a careers. the

first thing i look at are the slots. i have 4 cleric slots. i can use my charisma to employ clerics as spell
casters, and the slots are for the level appropriate spells (1 level of spells has a 5th level slot). since i have

a cleric, i start at level 5 by default. now i look at the metamagic bundle. i have one for spells (with a
decent point range), the blurred lines metamagic bundle, and the magic attack bundle. i pick the blurred

lines metamagic bundle. it has the minor chaos metamagic when you cast the spell. so this means for
arcane jobs, and for wizards and others who cast magic through will power and pure energy. i cast the first

few spells through this. much fun. i do this for about an hour. as a point of reference, these spells are
averaging about 10-12 points of fire damage to my opponent. i'm at level 5 now. from there, i decide i
want to use this more often, so i decide to pick up the magic attack bundle. i can use the magic attack

bundle to get more points of damage or to get better chance to hit. 5ec8ef588b
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